
The careful choice of specific colors and 
shapes, the quality material and finishes 
together with the impeccable (Italian) 
attention to design and detail, make sure 
that children and their creativity are always 
at the center of the game in a natural and 
spontaneous way.  Let the children invent a 
game with their own rules; and let their 
endless imagination and creativity take 
over.

“A Game Always At Hand” and also “A Cool & Unique Pair of 
Gloves”.  This original & innovative new game is designed to 
be immediately understood and played by children, alone or 
with friends, in groups and classes.  In order to come alive, all 
that Boccadrilli requires are the bare hands, their sole shape. 
The hands, the core of this game, have quite naturally 
become the game itself. 

Puppet Play Gloves 
(Designed & Developed in Italy) 

CORNORO  (Bull)
Box Pack    CRNR02B
Clear Pack CRNR01H

MORDIPENTE  (Snake)
Box Pack    MRPN02B
Clear Pack MRPN01H

BOCCADRILLO (Crocodile)
Box Pack    BCDR02B
Clear Pack BCDR01H

ZANNIGRE  (Tiger)
 Box Pack    ZNNG02B
 Clear Pack ZNNG01H 

CHELANCHIO (Crab)
Box Pack    CHLN02B
Clear Pack CHLN01H

TENTOLPO  (Octopus)
Box Pack   TNTL02B
Clear Pack TNTL01H

PINNALO  (Shark)
Box Pack    PNNL02B
Clear Pack PNNL01H

COLORALLO (Parrot)
Box Pack    CLRL02B
Clear Pack CLRL01H

Innovative

Pretend 

Play



Each Boccadrilli animal character glove is not only a hand puppet but literally “A 
Little Work Of Art”, and can be also used as a unique pair of gloves for the child.

Playing is the best tool to freely express who we are, and hands are the medium through which 
children communicate directly and spontaneously their emotions.
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Recommended from ages 6 to 12 years old
One 

Size
Hang Hole retail bag (clear pack) 9.1x 4.7x 0.5  inches

IMAGINATIVE PLAY

IMAGINATIVE PLAY

GROUP PLAY

GROUP PLAY
DRAMATIC PLAY

DRAMATIC PLAY

Box Pack -  9.8 x 6.1 x 1.3 inches
1.  A pair of gloves   2. A booklet   3.  Five colorful stickers 1.  Includes a pair of gloves in a flip-seal hang hole bag


